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FOREWORD
With this Strategic Plan, SEND Sierra Leone is reaffirming its commitment to its beneficiary groups
and communities and strengthening its engagement with the Government of Sierra Leone to promote
social equity and economic equality in the country. The period covered by this plan - 2019 to 2023 promises to be an inspiring era for economic and political development for two reasons:
•	The result of the 2018 General Election is testimony to the desires of Sierra Leone’s citizens and
governance institutions to consolidate democracy and create a conducive political environment
for development. Despite diverse challenges, the people of Sierra Leone turned out in large
numbers and voted for district councilors, members of parliament and the President. We have
for the first time in the history of our country, a Parliament in which the opposition holds the
majority. This is an opportunity for our political leaders to meaningfully engage with each other
and develop national policies and programmes that bring economic prosperity to Sierra Leone
in an equitable manner. This new dawn can be used by Parliament to exercise oversight of
executive decision making processes, including ensuring accountability for financial resources.
•	Sierra Leone has adopted the global Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to guide national
development planning and implementation. The pursuit of economic equality and social equity
are mainstreamed in the SDGs. Our new government commitment to improve the delivery
of social services and prioritize the education sector, in particular, underscores the country’s
desire to attain the SDGs.
With this Strategic Plan in place, SEND Sierra Leone is
repositioning its programme to take advantage of this
enabling political environment to undertake projects
to help build responsive and responsible citizenship
in Sierra Leone. In implementing this strategic plan,
SEND Sierra Leone will collaborate with government
agencies at national and district levels, national NGOs,
traditional authorities, civil society organizations, and
media. Through this collaborative approach, we hope
that this Strategic Plan will enable the target beneficiaries
and communities to realize the SDGs for the sake of
empowered people led by responsible Government.
Kadi J Peters
Chair, National Executive Committee
SEND Sierra Leone
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Strategic Plan is SEND Sierra Leone’s response
to tackling the deep political, economic and social
inequities in Sierra Leone. Five Strategic Directions
constitute the plan:
SD1

Increase livelihood security

SD2

Strengthen access to education of girls
and other marginalized groups

SD3

Improve health facilities in difficult to
reach communities

SD4

Promote women’s political empowerment
at national and district levels

SD5

Establish a regional programme with the
other affiliates of SEND West Africa.

The economic, political and social development
challenges that this strategic plan will contribute
to address include:
• Low economic and political empowerment of women
• Weak accountability and transparency in political
governance
• Livelihood, food and nutrition insecurities in rural
communities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

 ow capacity of the national health system to deliver
L
quality services
Limited support for the sexual and reproductive
health rights of women and girls
Weak capacity of the educational system to deliver
high quality services
Limited access to modern water and sanitation
services
High level of economic inequality and social
inequities
Weak civil society sector
Low economic development.

The operational districts covered by this plan are:
Kailahun, Kono, Kenema and Freetown, but this may
change in the future to incorporate growth.
Key organizational changes that will be undertaken
include:
• Revision of the membership of SEND Sierra Leone’s
National Executive Committee
• Creation of five new senior staff positions
• Strengthen systems for administrative record
keeping and for collecting, managing, monitoring and
evaluating data.

INTRODUCTION
This strategic plan is SEND Sierra Leone’s programming
framework and will be used to partner with donors, civil
society, community leaders, media, and the Government
to implement the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)

to combat economic and social inequities. Four of
SEND’s Strategic Directions will contribute to Sierra
Leone’s efforts to achieve the following SDGs:

Strategic Direction Contribution to Sustainable Development Goal
SD2

SD2
SD3
SD4

SDG 1

Zero poverty

SDG2

No hunger

SDG 10

Decent work and economic growth

SDG 4

Quality education

SDG 5

Gender equality

SDG 3

Good health and wellbeing

SDG6

Clean water and sanitation

SDG5

Gender equality

SDG 10

reduced inequality

SDG 16

Peace, justice and strong institutions
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SEND Sierra Leone brings to this plan 10 years of
impactful development experiences in the Eastern
Province. It has developed thriving community based
development organizations in each of the districts that
will bring strong community ownership and active local
participation to the execution of this plan. This plan
will also promote the sustainability of previous projects
implemented by SEND in its operational communities.

The development of this strategic plan involved
extensive consultations with diverse stakeholders,
especially the National Executive Committee, the
senior management team, project and field officers,
SEND West Africa, community members and donors.
We are grateful to Welthungerhilfe for supporting
SEND Sierra Leone’s organizational development and
this Strategic Plan.

OPERATIONAL CONTEXT
Since Social Enterprise Development Foundation (SEND)
West Africa registered in 2002 to operate in the country,
Sierra Leone has undergone important political and
economic changes. Over the past decade, successive
governments, with the support of the international
community and national civil society organizations
have made progress in combating poverty. Multi-party
democracy has been strengthened with a vibrant media
and active civil society sectors.
However, economic inequality and social inequities
remain entrenched. Poverty is deepest among the
rural and agricultural population who account for
over 60 percent of the 7.4 million Sierra Leoneans.
Over 52 percent of the population live below the poverty
line1 on less than US$ 1.25 per day and Sierra Leone is
ranked 179 out of 185 countries on the UNDP’s 2017
Human Development Index.
Figure 1 - Poverty Profile
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Rural Sierra Leone, where this Strategic Plan will be
implemented, accounts for the majority of the poor
in the country. Western Sierra Leone, which includes
Freetown, has the lowest level of poverty - less than
28 percent of its inhabitants. At the extreme end is
Tonkolili district in Northern Region, with 76 percent
of the population living in poverty. The three Eastern
Districts where this Strategic Plan will be largely
implemented recorded a fall in poverty from over
80 percent in 2008 to 60 percent in 2011.
Illiteracy accounts for 56 percent of the population
above 15 years, but for women it is as high as
73 percent. The maternal mortality rate of 1,165
per every 100,000 live births2 is among the worst in
the world.3 Figure 2 shows that under-five mortality
has been declining for the past decade but the risk
of children dying before their fifth birthday remains
extremely high.
Between 36 to 48 percent of under-fives are stunted
due to chromic malnourishment and 10 percent of
under-fives have lower weight for their age (wasting)
because of prolonged hunger and related diseases.
According to the Nutrition Policy 2012-2016, 40 percent
of childhood deaths were related to nutrition from
diseases such as measles and diarrhea, and thus
preventable. The vulnerability of women and under- fives
to preventable causes of illness and death is worsened
by low access of the population to clean and safe
drinking water. In 2015, only 15 percent of the rural
population had access to safe water4 and basic
sanitation services5.

Western

UND Human Development Report, 2015
UN Sustainable Development Goals: Adaptation of the SDG in Sierra Leone progress report, 2018
3
See GOSL Interim MDGs Report, 2015
4
Water supply is the provision of water by public utilities commercial organizations, community endeavors or by individuals, usually via a system
of pumps and pipes. Irrigation is covered separately.
1
2
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Figure 2 - Under-5 mortality per every 1000
live births
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Even though an Anti-Corruption Commission was
established in 2002 and there are numerous civil
society-led anti-corruption initiatives, corruption remains
a major challenge in the public sector. The International
Transparency Index presented in Figure 3 shows that
the country has made very little progress in rooting
out corruption.
Figure 3 - Transparency Index. # out of 100 points
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Women and youth (those under 35 years old) make up
more than 70 percent of the population and are the
main labour force in the economy, yet are the most
impoverished and least represented in the governance
of the country. Of 132 Members of Parliament elected
in the 2018 General Election, only 16 (12 percent)
are women.6 In 2018 only 2 (14 percent) out of the
14 appointed traditional leaders in Parliament are
women. Women’s participation in governance at
community, district and national levels is limited to
handful of positions. Moreover, a decade after the
passage of the Three Gender Acts, which were intended
to free women and girls from the bondage of traditional
beliefs and practices, female genital mutilation
continues unabated.
These inequities are exacerbated by weak
accountability of public service providers to the
citizenry and vulnerable groups. This is perpetuated
by the traditional authority system which dominates
community-level decision-making and marginalizes the
opinions of women and youth. Parliament, Ministries
and District Councils are weak in enforcing laws and
guidelines intended to promote accountability and
transparency in the use of public financial resources.
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Despite the slow pace of poverty reduction,
Sierra Leone is undoubtedly a post-war African
success story in consolidating multi-party democracy.
In 2018, Sierra Leone successfully held its fourth
general election and for the second time the
opposition political party peacefully unseated the ruling
government. The watchful eyes of civil society activists
and determined efforts by media houses to publicize
electioneering activities have helped strengthen the
National Election Commission to exercise its functions
impartially. For example, civil society coalitions such
as National Election Watch, Women Situation Room,
Standing Together for Democracy Consortium, and
Eastern Women Network in Governance collaborated
with international monitoring teams to safeguard the
integrity of the 2018 electoral process.

5

Basic sanitation is improved sanitation: Facilities that ensure hygienic separation of human excreta from human contact.
They include: Flush or pour-flush toilet/latrine to a piped sewer system, a septic tank or a pit latrine.

6

Achieve. Inter-Parliamentary Union. Ipu.org
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BRIEF CHRONOLOGY OF DEVELOPMENT PROGRESS
IN SIERRA LEONE

From 2003, Sierra Leone, supported by international
development partners, embarked on economic, political
and social re-building programmes. The resettlement
of the population and revamping of basic social
services throughout the country enabled political
parties to organize and contest the first post- war
general election in 2004. Resumption of multi- party
parliamentary democracy was followed by the adoption
of Poverty Reduction Strategies to achieve the
Millennium Development Goals. Sierra Leone joined
the Highly Indebted Poor Countries initiative which
enabled the country to qualify for debt relief; In 2006,
about US$ 1.7 billion in debts were cancelled.
Legal reforms were undertaken to strengthen
public institutions’ capabilities to promote inclusive
development and social justice. To enhance citizen
participation, the Local Government Act 2004 was
passed by Parliament. Grassroots structures such as
Ward Development Committees, represented by equal
numbers of men and women, were established to give
citizens direct responsibility for the development of
their communities. To foster accountability in the public
sector, the Accountability and Procurements Acts were
enacted in 2004 and have since been strengthened
several times. District Budget Oversight Committees
were formed by the Ministry of Finance to increase
citizen participation in monitoring expenditures
by District Councils and development projects.
Three Gender Acts were legislated in 2007 and 2012
to empower Sierra Leonean women and promote
gender equality.
The consolidation of peace, economic revitalization
and social and legal reform emboldened the people of
Sierra Leone to enthusiastically participate in the second
post-civil war multi-party general elections in 2008. For
the first time in the history of the country, an incumbent
political party was defeated through a free and fair
election and political power was peacefully transferred
to an opposition party. Expansion of social infrastructure

(schools and health facilities) to promote economic
growth was among the key development priorities of
the new government. Reforms of the investment code
made Sierra Leone’s rich mineral deposits attractive
to foreign investors as rutile and diamond mining
became significant sources of employment. Under the
government’s National Commission for Social Action
program, supported by international civil society
organizations, hundreds of schools and Peripheral
Health Units were built across the country.
As illustrated by Figure 4, from 2008 to 2012 Sierra
Leone’s GDP grew at around 2.5 percent a year. In 2011,
when the second poverty assessment survey was
conducted, the poverty level had fallen to 52 percent
from over 70 percent in 2004.
In 2012, Sierra Leone held its third post-war general
Figure 4 - GDP Growth Rates
2008
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YEAR

The civil war of the 1990s ended in 2002 leaving
behind a devastated economy and the vast majority
of the population internally displaced and relying on
international humanitarian services for livelihoods,
health and education. A Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC) was established and enabled
people to take stock of the weaknesses that provoked
and fueled the crisis. Among the TRC’s many
recommendations was the need for the government
to allocate 30 percent of public positions for women
and to pursue economic development policies that
strengthen social equity.
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election in which the incumbent government retained
power and launched the Agenda for Prosperity Policy
Development Framework to achieve middle income
status by 2035. Infrastructure such as the road network,
electricity, water, sanitation services, and mobile phone
services were expanded.
However, in 2014 an unprecedented Ebola epidemic
disrupted the progress that the country had started to
enjoy. Economic activities were halted, schools were
closed, health facilities were abandoned, and millions
of people fled rural towns into the urban centres.
The epidemic ended in August 2016, leaving behind
thousands of orphans, widows and hundreds of victims
suffering from Ebola-related illness including blindness.
In 2017, as the country was celebrating the end of
the Ebola epidemic, Freetown was hit by heavy rains
causing a mudslide which swept away hundreds of
shanty houses, killed over 1,141 people and destroyed
US$ 30 million worth of properties.
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THE EVOLUTION OF SEND SIERRA LEONE
SEND Sierra Leone has evolved through three
phases, each generating innovative management and
programming strategies that enabled the organization
to achieve 10 significant development results. The
strategies, tools and partnerships used to accomplish
these impacts are presented below and will allow SEND
Sierra Leone to implement the five Strategic Directions
that constitute this plan.
Phase One: Operating as Consultancy Service
Provider, 2004 to 2008
SEND WEST Africa started operating in Sierra Leone in
2004 in response to a World Bank and GOSL short- term
consultancy assignment to monitor micro-projects
addressing HIV/AIDs issues, working with a small team
of local consultants. SEND also provided support to
the Network Movement for Justice and Development
to replicate SEND Ghana’s use of Participatory
Monitoring and Evaluation to promote accountability
and transparency in the implementation of the Sierra
Leone Poverty Reduction Strategy. These consultancy
assignments exposed SEND to opportunities for further
working in Sierra Leone.
Phase Two: Promoting Livelihood Security,
Women in Governance and Accountability in the
Health Sector in Kailahun District, 2008 to 2015
From 2008 to 2015, SEND was headquartered in
Kailahun, implementing projects in 14 chiefdoms.
Kailahun District was selected because it was where
the civil war of the 1990s started and the last district
where the rebels were disarmed. Over 80 percent of
the estimated 420,000 population were living below
the poverty level in 2004, making Kailahun the poorest
district in the country. The Kailahun Livelihood Security
Promotion Programme was modeled on a similar
program of SEND Ghana and a staff person from this
project was transferred to Sierra Leone to manage it.
Result 1:Strengthened Livelihood Security of the
Target Groups and Beneficiaries
In 2009, to kick start livelihood development activities,
community leaders from the three target chiefdoms
(Luawa, Upper Bambara and Kissi Tongi), including two
women councillors, undertook a learning visit to
the sister project in Ghana, exposing them to the
experiences of farmers, youth and women. Members
of the team returned from Ghana inspired and started
leading the project in Sierra Leone. By 2010, the project
was supporting communities to increase livelihood

development activities through the use of micro finance
and technical training. Small scale entrepreneurs
including women, teachers and other income earners
were educated and mobilized to establish Community
Credit Unions in three  chiefdoms, training beneficiaries
in the Three Gender Acts and modern family planning
methods. In addition, over 1,000 rice farmers were
mobilized into cooperatives and each purchased shares
in the credit unions in their chiefdom and a revolving
rice seed bank was successfully implemented, allowing
more than 500 farmers to access high yielding rice
varieties. Under the Women’s Economic Empowerment
Micro Project, technical and group management training
skills were provided to hundreds of women farmers who
were members of three Agricultural Business Centres.
By the end of 2015, the three community-based credit
unions had 1,576 members, accumulated savings of
US$ 292,110, and over US$ 166,290 was given out
as loans.
Result 2: Increased Women’s Participation in the
Governance of Kailahun District
In 2009, SEND established a project to promote
women in the political administration of the district
– Kailahun Women in Governance - funded by DFID
and Christian Aid. The project helped form the
Kailahun Women in Governance Network (KWIGN)
in which one hundred grassroots women’s groups from
14 chiefdoms were mobilized to increase women’s
participation in political decision making in the District
Council. They lobbied for the implementation of the
30 percent quota for women into leadership positions.
The Women on the Move radio program was also
established in partnership with Radio MOA and BBC
Trust to host on-air discussions about women’s right
to political participation. The project also instituted
the Women’s Leadership Award to showcase women’s
diverse contributions to the development of their
communities. Since 2010, this award has become
the highlight of the celebration of 16 Days of Activism
against Gender-Based Violence.
These project activities galvanized the KWIGN to fight
for increased election of women in the 2012 general
election. The numbers of women councillors in Kailahun
rose from 4 in 2008 to 12 out of 29 in 2012. The district
had the highest number of elected women in political
positions in the country.
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Result 3: Increased Accountability of the Health Sector
Governance in Kailahun District
The Strengthening Health Sector Governance project
was funded by the EU7 and Christian Aid to improve
maternal and under-five mortality by promoting
accountability and transparency in the implementation
of the Free Health Program (FHCP), and to enhance
water, sanitation and power supply at the two main
hospitals in Kailahun District. In partnership with the
District Budget Oversight Committee, 14 Chiefdom
Monitoring Teams (CMTs) were established which lead
the policy education on the FHCP in their chiefdoms.
A local drama group was used by the CMT to popularize
the FHCP in the communities and Radio MOA held
phone-in programmes to mobilize the citizenry to
participate in the monitoring and evaluation activities.
The CMTs also lead monitoring exercises to highlight
shortages of drugs, poor record keeping and weak
coordination in the implementation of the FHCP.
In 2014, the impact of the project was summed up by
an ndependent international health researcher:
“SEND’s PM&E intervention … led to much more
significant changes; clinics opened on time, patients
were treated courteously, charts were hung up,
benches and shades were placed in waiting areas,
and bathroom facilities and general cleanliness
improved too. … the large majority did not mention
charges for free care as a problem, suggesting that
this methodology had been the most successful at
reducing illegal charges for free care”8

of Ebola, working with farmers’ co-operatives to
establish a revolving rice seed scheme and distributing
educational materials, such as exercise books and
back- packs to students. Implementing these activities
enabled the SEND team to develop competencies in
planning and implementing preventive health education.
Phase Three: Expanding Health Infrastructures,
Women in Governance Networks and Nutrition
Security in Eastern Region, 2016 to 2018
During this phase, SEND expanded to Kono and
Kenema Districts, as well as in Western Region. Kenema
became SEND’s head office supported by three satellite
offices in Kailahun, Kono and Freetown and the number
of staff grew from less than 40 at the end of 2015 to
67 in 2018, with women accounting for 30 percent.
The organization was transformed in 2014 from a
Programme of SEND West Africa into a national NGO
headed by a Country Director, supervised by a National
Executive Committee.
Result 5: Increased women’s income and wellbeing
of their families

Result 4: Strengthened capabilities of communities
bordering Kailahun District to prevent Ebola
Led by SEND staff, the KWIGN, farmers’ co-operatives,
RCWA and Radio MOA ensured that remote
communities adopted Ebola prevention measures,
which helped make Kailahun District the first to
be declared Ebola-free. The capacity of 32 villages
bordering Liberia and Guinea was built to adopt Ebola
prevention practices, strengthening the Chiefdom
Ebola Task Force and forming Ebola Watch Committees,
comprising religious, traditional and youth leaders
which disseminated key messages to the local
population. SEND also helped provide economic and
social relief to the afflicted communities and survivors

As illustrated by Figure 5, the Mama Dei Come
micro finance project which caters to the members of
the Rural Commercial Women Association has since
2010 benefited over 10,013 women. Petty trading in
food items (vegetables, grains, nuts, rice and oil) is the
main business activity of the women. Over the years,
approximately US$ 679, 586 has been disbursed as
loans to the women beneficiaries. Many are investing
their money to grow from petty traders to owners of
medium-sized enterprises, capable of hiring other
members of the community.

7

 his project was jointly implemented by SEND and Methodist Church of Sierra Leone, but SEND was responsible for the good governance
T
promotion activities which presented here

8

 etronella Pieterse, ‘Evidence based research in Action : Christian Aid ‘s Collaboration with a PhD Student to Deepen the understanding
P
of Social Accountability’.
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Figure 4 - GDP Growth Rates
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Result 6: Improved health infrastructures, inputs and
human resources
Since 2016, supported by its partners, WHH, UNDP and
Christian Aid, SEND’s health programming has expanded
by implementing projects in Kenema and Kono districts,
constructing/rehabilitating health centres, and water
and sanitation facilities, and carrying out preventive
health education focusing on three key infectious
diseases that have plagued Sierra Leone: Ebola, Lassa
Fever and cholera.

SEND’s Gender Model Family (GMF) model is the
framework for executing the preventive health
education component. Fifty-one GMFs established
under the original livelihood security programme
have grown to over 3,000 in Kailahun and Kenema
districts. The GMFs are the entry points for the
different behavioral change activities promoted by the
programme, which include educating and supporting
husband and wife to agree to live as equal partners,
promoting nutrition-sensitive agriculture, and promoting
improved sanitation practices. A manual developed
under the project is being used by staff to establish
over 300 nutrition multipliers in the communities who
implement preventive health educational activities.
Result 7: Scaled up Women in Governance Networking
in the three Eastern Districts
Programming activities to empower women in
governance were extended to Kono and Kenema
districts to strengthen women’s participation in the
2018 General Election. The Power to Women Project
operates in three districts in which over 11,222 men
and women including 375 persons with disability were
mobilized through training on leadership, gender-based
violence, voter education and the Three Gender Acts.
Women groups in Kono and Kenema formed Women
in Governance Networks which prepared the Eastern
Women’s Manifesto for 2018. Notable achievements
in 2018 were that 26 women were elected as district
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councillors and four as Members of Parliament in the
three districts, that Kenema increased the number of
women councillors from 8 in 2012 to 11 in 2018 and
that Kailahun elected its first independent woman
Member of Parliament.
Result 8: Improved Accountability for GBV in Schools in
Kailahun Districts
Supported by Christian Aid and Amplified Change,
the Kailahun District Gender-Based Violence (GBV)
Eradication in School Project became operational in
52 schools and was implemented in partnership with
12 women councillors elected in 2012 to promote
GBV-free schools. Activities include establishing girls’
clubs in each school to promote anti-GBV education
and GBV monitoring teams to collect, verify and
document evidence on instances of GBV in the schools.
GBV monitoring reports are presented to the Ward
Development Committees’ GBV Accountability Forum,
ensuring that action is taken against perpetrators.
Result 9: Strengthening Accountability and Building
Inclusion (SABI) for improved service delivery
Thirty WDCs and 40 community-based development
groups in 15 chiefdoms using SEND’s PM&E are
successfully claiming development support from
the Kailahun, Kenema, Kono and Freetown councils.
This project is funded by DFID and implemented by
a national consortium led by Christian Aid. SABI’s
noticeable achievements include elders in one
ward enforcing bye-laws and promoting community
sensitization on the importance of antenatal care,
which has increased the number of women using
such services. In addition, SEND has operationalized
different complaint and response mechanisms to
increase accountability for the delivery of social services.
For example, at some health facilities and schools,
complaint boxes have been installed and citizens are
encouraged to drop in notes with their concerns. These
are reviewed by the SABI team and passed on to the
appropriate service providers for redressing.

Result 10: Education support for Ebola Orphan
and Vulnerable Children in Kailahun
The Kailahun Changing Lives Centre was established
in 2017 and is being sponsored by TerraTech
Kindehilfswerk Global Care Germany to address the
educational and psychological needs of 40 vulnerable
children, the majority of whom were Ebola orphans.
Key services provided include paying school fees and
providing school bags and books, weekly tutorials
by volunteer teachers, counselling services, sports
and drama programmes. SEND staff in Ghana and
Sierra Leone, helped by Friends of SEND in Canada,
have also adopted five Ebola orphan girls to finance
their education. SEND staff volunteered to give a
percentage of their salaries to cover accommodation,
school fees, health bills, and clothing for the orphans.
These 10 results are only highlights of many of SEND’s
achievements in Sierra Leone that shape the Strategic
Directions for this Strategic Plan. These experiences,
along with the technical skills and partnership
developed with donors and beneficiary groups, will be
important assets in implementing the plan.
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SWOT ANALYSIS AND COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES
OF SEND SIERRA LEONE
SEND Sierra Leone’s SWOT analysis and the comparative advantages highlighted informed the programming
and organizational change choices as well as implementation strategies presented in the description of the
Strategic Directions.

STRENGTHS

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

OPPORTUNITIES

»»
»»
»»
»»

 ocumentation and storage systems for management, financial and programme data
D
and information
HR management especially in renewing contracts
Planning and time management skills among staff
Communications across teams and programmes
Staff use of ICT

»»
»»

Government of Sierra Leone committed to the Sustainable Development Goals
National Free Education and health policies
Women’s empowerment and equity promotion a priority of the government
Civil society remains recognized as major development actors
Sierra Leone continues to attract development partners and funding for
development projects

Unpredictable national disaster, such as the Ebola or floods
Changes in government policies, priorities and personnel
Limited donor funding windows for CSOs
Staff recruitment solely from the local market limits hiring qualified and
experienced personnel
Uncertainty of new Government Policy towards NGOs
Climate change

THREATS

»»
»»
»»
»»

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

WEAKNESSES

»»

 ery good track record on compliance and accountability in the use of donor funds
V
Possess a niche in innovative gender programming such as the Gender Model Family
Concept, women’s economic empowerment and promoting women’s participation
in governance
Experienced, professional, and result-oriented staff
Strong relationships with stakeholders at community and district levels
High stakeholder ownership of programmes at community and distinct levels
Expertise in the use of participatory methodologies for example PM&E, LANN, study visits
and community score card
Experience in working with international NGOs, bilateral and multi-lateral donor agencies
Possess staff with technical competency in fundraising and proposal development
for different donors
Use of the co-operative development model allows SEND’s programmes to mobilize local
financial resources to invest in and develop community enterprises
Use of radio and drama for community education and mobilization
Experienced staff in the use of simulation to promote preventive health education
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COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES OF SEND SIERRA LEONE
SEND Sierra Leone brings to this Strategic Plan six
unique skills and experiences that will enable it
maximize the impact of the five strategic directions
on the target groups and beneficiaries.
1. Affiliate of SEND West Africa
Access to the technical resources and networks of the
other two affiliates of SEND West Africa - SEND Ghana
and SEND Liberia - will enhance the implementation
of this Strategic Plan. For example, SEND Ghana has
developed Trainers of Trainers who can support the
SEND Sierra Leone team to innovate the use of  PM&E
by using Community Score Cards to increase the
impacts of social accountability promotion projects such
as SABI.
2. Engaging innovative programming strategies
The GMF, Credit Union Graduation Model,
Good Governance Index, PM&E, Community
champions/ multipliers and Rice Production Hub are
unique to SEND Sierra Leone and have increased
stakeholder participation, beneficiary ownership and
sustainability of SEND’s programme. SEND Sierra Leone
has staff with the expertise and experience to utilize
these strategies to implement this Strategic Plan.
3. T
 en years of impactful development work
in Kailahun District
In spite of Kailahun’s fragility, SEND’s programmes
working with farmers, gender activists and small
scale entrepreneurs have established self-sustaining
community-based development organizations which
are championing strategic development issues such
women’s empowerment and financial resource
mobilization. The experiences gained in achieving these
impacts will be invaluable assets for this strategic plan.

4. A
 ccountability mechanisms for donors, target
groups and beneficiaries
SEND Sierra Leone’s accountability mechanisms to
donors include expenditure and external audit reports.
Target groups also benefit from SEND’s downward
accountability through: Project Steering Committees
meetings, accountability notice boards with income and
expenditure statements, SEND Accountability Hours on
community radio stations, and community accountability
forums. These activities ensure that local stakeholders’
and beneficiaries’ confidence in SEND and their
ownership of the programmes is high. In the coming five
years these mechanisms will be scaled up to support
the program in the new communities.
5.Expertise to address the practical and
strategic needs of women in an innovative and
sustainable manner
Over 60 percent of SEND’s beneficiaries are women
and they are mobilized and supported through a
networking approach to claim their rights to participate
in governance and improve livelihood situation of their
households. SEND’s programmes are addressing the
practical and strategic needs of women and its expertise
and resources in fostering gender equity will continue to
be an invaluable asset.
6.Experience and skills to manage multi- stakeholder
programmes
Through the integrated development approach, SEND
Sierra Leone has in the past decade increased the
capabilities of: private sector actors (i.e. small scale
entrepreneurs) to develop local economic activities;
District Councils to enhance the provision of social
services (i.e. health and education) and; civil society
to empower disadvantaged groups to improve their
livelihoods and hold service providers to account.
SEND Sierra Leone will draw on this experience in
intervening in different districts and at the national level.

SEND Sierra Leone’s Corporate Identity

SEND Sierra Leone core values, principles, mission
and vision are as follows:
VISION

A Sierra Leone where people’s rights and well-being are guaranteed

MISSION

Promotion of good governance, voice, accountably basic services and equality
for women and men in Sierra Leone

CORE VALUES

We believe in the potential of PEOPLE to champion their own development,
characterized by:
•
Participatory decision-making and development
•
Equality of women and men
•
Openness and accountability
•
Partnership for human development
•
Learning, innovation and sharing of knowledge
•
Enabling action based on information and evidence

PRINCIPLES

The following principles underpin SEND’s mission
•
Development is a human right that provides men and women with equal
opportunity to actively participate in and contribute to the political, economic
and social transformation of their communities.
•
Development is multi-dimensional, involving economic, political and
social issues requiring integrated programming approaches to promote
community- driven development initiatives, economic literacy and
policy advocacy
•
Forging strong partnerships with state and non-state actors that are
characterized by mutual accountability, openness and effective communication,
provide an enabling environment for innovative development programming.
•
Self-managed, community-based organizations are catalysts for promoting
sustainability of development processes and initiatives.
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STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS 2019-2023
In light of the above comparative advantages, SEND Sierra Leone’s programming will be informed by the five
Strategic Directions presented in the matrix below. The implementation of each SD will contribute to achieving the
Sustainable Development Goals targets adopted by the government.
Strategic Direction 1: Promote livelihood security in rural communities contributing to SDG1: No poverty,
SDG 2: Zero hunger and SDG 10: Decent work and Economic growth
Outcome

Indicators

Improved livelihood
• Income levels
security of target groups • Level of hunger gap at household
and beneficiaries
• Nutrition related health issues

Activities

Approaches
• Gender model family
• Credit unions with micro finance
• RCWA and farmers co-operatives
• Nutrition education multipliers
• Collaboration with MOFA and DCs
• Rice Production Hub
• Market access development
• Credit with SRHR education
• Nutrition sensitive agricultural /farming

• Strengthening existing and establishing new credit unions
• Micro finance provision, training and support to women groups members
• Business management skills training
• SRHR for women in the solidarity groups
• Nutrition education training
• Establish new and update the skills nutrition multipliers
• Training on cultivation and consumption organize sweet potatoes
• Village saving and loan scheme

Strategic Direction 2: Strengthen access to quality education for girls and marginalized groups in rural
communities in support of SDG4: Quality education and SDG 5: Gender equality.
Outcome

Indicators

Approaches

Increased enrolment
and retention of girls in
primary and JSS schools

• % of girls completing primary and JSS
• # of orphan and vulnerable children in
Changing lives schemes

• GBV prevention education
• GBV Accountability Forum
• GBV monitoring team
• PM&E
• Use of community score card
• Changing Lives Centers

Activities

• Free education policy advocacy
• Establish, train and support GBV accountability forum including girls club and
monitors in schools
• Establish, train and support Changing Lives Center
• Train and support women councilors to champion GBV eradication activities
in schools
• Use community score cards to monitor girls performance and implementation
of free education program
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Strategic Direction 3: Improve health facilities and services in difficult to reach rural communities
in fulfillment of SDG 3: Good health and well-being and SDG6: Clean water and sanitation
Outcome

Indicators

Approaches

Strengthened health
infrastructure,
preventive health
education and
accountability for
the FHCP

• of health facilities strengthened
• # and types of issue covered in health
education talks
• of PM&E exercises conducted on FHCP
• # of GGI awards
•# household sanitation facility built

• PM&E
• Private contractors
• Community multipliers, drama groups
and community radios
• Good Governance index,
• Community score cards
• Sanitation marketing
• Village savings and loan scheme

Activities

• FHCP advocacy
• Construction of PHUs, wells and sanitation facilities and provision of energy
facilities
• Supply basic inputs: beds, chairs, benches, mattresses, coolers, etc.
• Develop and disseminate health educational materials including use of drama
groups, DVD and posters
• Outreach skills development training for health workers
• Health sector SDG sensitization for health workers and SEND staff
• SDG Annual Awards for PHUs
• Training on prevention of zoonotic diseases: Ebola, Lassa fever and cholera
• Sanitation education for community members and schools
• Building household latrines
• Supporting local multipliers
• Simulation exercises to prevent infectious diseases
• Awareness raising activities for health actors and community groups on the
• Establishment of early warning systems
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Strategic Direction 4: Promote Women’s Political Empowerment to realize SDG 5: gender equality,
SDG 10: Reduced inequality and SDG16: Peace, justice and strong institutions
Outcome

Indicators

Approaches

Increased women’s
participation into
elected and appointed
positions by District
Councils

• % of women nominated during next
elections
• # of women elected during next
general election
• # of women appointed into senior
positions in the 2018 councils
•# and types of gender equity
promotional issues addressed by
the council

• Partnerships with the political parties
• Management and leadership training
for grassroots women group leaders
• Women councilors capacity building
• Gender audit of councils and political
parties
• Political party gender action plans
• Power analysis
• Collaborate with District Council and
political parties

Activities

• Strengthening District women’s network secretariats
• Training of women leaders
• Support gender audit exercises
• Support implementation of gender action plan
• Support women’s candidates in 2024 elections
• Preparation and dissemination of women’s manifesto for 2024
• Capacity building of women councilors
• Facilitate PM&E and community score card activities
• Promoting the interaction between citizens and the state
• Rights and entitlements education and awareness
• Power and gender analysis
• GMF training
• Women economic empowerment through VSLA and microfinance
• Working with women’s parliamentary caucus
• Working with traditional and religious leaders
• Engagement of men on gender and women empowerment

Strategic Direction 5: To establish a regional programme with the two affiliates of SEND West Africa
Outcome

Indicators

Approaches

Increased capabilities
of National Programme
in Good Governance
and Livelihood Security
Promotion

• # of good governance promotion
projects
• # of livelihood projects

• Cross border programming
• Sharing of learning and training
materials
• Study and learning visits
• Use of social media
• Networking with like- minded
organizations
• Collaboration with regional
organizations: ECOWAS and Mano
River Union

Activities

• Regional training workshop
• Joint funding raising
• Exchange visits
• Regional dash board
• Regional electronic newsletter
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE AND IMPLEMENTATION
STRATEGY
The organization changes required to implement the various Strategic Directions and new organogram
are described in this section.

BOD of SEND West Africa
Senior Management Team
1. CEO
2. Country Director
3. Director of Finance
4. Director of Programmes
5. HR & Admin Manager

Executive Council - SEND Sierra Leone

Country Director

Commuication Advisor

SMT

Programme Management
Team

PMT

1. Director of Programmes
5. Director of Finance
3. All Managers

Director of Finance

Finance Manager Human Rescources
and Admin Manager

Finance Officers

Account Officers

Accounts Assistants

Monitoring, Evaluation
& Learning Manager

Programme Manager
(Health & Education)

M&E Officers

Admin Officers

Project Officers (Comm.)

Admin Assistants

(Governance & Women
Empowerment)

Programme Manager
(Livelihood, Food &
Nutrition Security)

District Coordinators

District Coordinators

District Coordinators

Project Officers
(Health & Education)

Project Officers
(Governance & Women
Empowerment)

Project Officers
(Livelihood, Food &
Nutrition Security)

Field Officers

Field Officers

Field Officers)

Ops. Support Officers

Programme Manager

Security Officers

Facility Maintenance
Officer

Whole Organisational Structure
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Revising Management Structures
The management structures of SEND Sierra Leone
will be revised to take account of the expansion into
new districts and scope in programming. The National
Executive Council will be reconstituted by SEND
West Africa to reflect the new operational areas and
stakeholders, remain the highest policy making body
of the organization in Sierra Leone and will meet twice
each year. It will ensure that SEND Sierra Leone as an
affiliate of SEND West Africa is upholding the vision,
mission and principles articulated in this Strategic
Plan. The NEC will ensure that the management of
SEND Sierra Leone is adhering to all national laws
and administrative requirements for national NGOs
operating in Sierra Leone
Increasing Senior Management Team (SMT)
The Senior Management Team (SMT) will be responsible
for managing and leading the organization in
Sierra Leone. Its main task in the next five years will
be to ensure that this Strategic Plan is implemented.
This will involve fundraising and coordinating the
implementation of the different projects. The SMT
will be expanded to reflect the growth in the scope of
programming districts. It will meet once each month to
update on implementation, administrative and financial
matters, and take decisions on emerging management
and program issues. The CEO of SEND West Africa,
Country Director, Director of Finance, Director for
Programmes, Managers for Human Resources
and Administration, Governance and Women’s
Empowerment, Health and Education, and Livelihood,
Food and Nutrition are members of the SMT.
Establishing the Programme Management
Team (PMT)
To strengthen planning and coordination across
the programmes, a new structure – the Programme
Management Team– will be established. Its main
task will be to ensure proper planning, effective
coordination and harmonization in the use of resources
including the budget. The Country Director, Director
of Finance, Director of Programmes, Managers

of Programmes and Human Resources, District
Coordinators, Project Officers, Senior M&E Officer and
Communication Advisor will attend the PMT meetings.
It will meet quarterly to review work plan, prepare
new activities with detailed budgets, and discuss and
approve of learning needs of staff. The Programme
Managers, in consultation with the District Coordinators,
will be expected to submit activity reports during each
meeting and propose new work plans for discussion
and approval by the PMT.
Expanding Human Resources
Six senior staff positions will be created to strengthen
management capabilities to cope with the growth
in programming
• Director of Programmes to coordinate planning,
implementation, monitoring and evaluation activities
• Finance Manager to assist in financial management,
supervision of records and preparation of reports
for donors
• Manager for Human Resources and Administration
to be responsible for managing human and material
resource of the organization.
• M&E Manager to be responsible for data
management and communication to the organization
• Communication Advisor to assist the SMT in
communicating the development results and success
stories of SEND Sierra Leone.
• District Coordinators will manage and supervise all
SEND activities within their district
The current staff of 64 will be scaled up to a maximum
of 70 to enable the organization to deliver on the
requirements of the different projects. Through the use
of the organogram and the personnel handbook, staff
supervision will be improved. Internal capacity building
support will be provided to every category of staff.
ICT training will be conducted quarterly to upgrade staff
use of computers for reporting and data management
purposes. The SEND’s staff handbook guidelines for
hiring and terminating staff contracts at the end of
each project will be enforced. In addition, the staff
appraisal tool will be revised and administered annually.
The results will be used to reward staff for performance.
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Strengthening Existing Offices
The head office will remain in Kenema because it is
located at the centre of the country and accessible to
all the operational district capitals. This location will
facilitate maximum coordination and management
of the district offices. All members of the SMT will be
stationed in the head office, making  it easier and faster
for them to consult and ensure effective coordination
of the programmes and projects. The existing offices
in Kailahun, Kono and Kenema will be maintained and
their capacities strengthened. Each office will be headed
by a SEND District Coordinator, who will be supported
by a finance and administrative team. The project and
field officers assigned to each office will be determined
by the projects in that district. Freetown will remain a
liaison office, but it will be upgraded to a Programme
Office if activities increase during the implementation of
this Strategic Plan.
Improving Data Management
Projects

activities, outputs,
monitoring and evaluation
reports

Human Resources

staff personnel files, time
sheets, appraisals, queries,
etc.

Physical Assets

inventory (e.g. vehicles,
computers), logbook,
maintenance record etc.

Financial
Management

budgets and expenditures,
etc.

Administration

minutes of meetings of the
NEC, contracts, etc.

SEND will develop digital systems for the storage and
management of the different data. This will require
the services of a short-term consultant to assist
management to determine the most appropriate
system. SEND Ghana’s experience in digitalizing data for
M&E and programme records will be made available to
SEND Sierra Leone.
Coordinating Communication Channels
SEND Sierra Leone communication system comprises:
Website, Facebook, WhatsApp groups, Newsletter,
community radio stations, and partnership with
celebrated national media personalities. These different
channels of communication are not adequately
coordinated and managed. Each of these systems and
tool will be strengthened to effectively communicate
SEND’s development results, impact and experiences
to community, district, national and international
stakeholders. Under this plan, the position of
Communications Advisor will be established and be
supported by a Communications Project Officer who will
coordinate communications activities. Programme staff
will be responsible for preparing the impact and
success stories, but the Communication Advisor
will edit and supervise all publications, including the
website. SEND Sierra Leone will draw on SEND Ghana’s
experiences in working with an international volunteer
placement agency to provide it with an experienced
communication person or journalists to help coordinate
communication of this plan’s development results.

OPERATIONALIZING THE STRATEGIC PLAN
In preparation for implementing this plan, which starts
in January 2019, the NEC will adopt and approve the
plan before the end of 2018. The ongoing projects
(i.e. 2018) will be streamlined in the first quarter of
2019 to serve as the initial projects to contribute to the
implementation and realization of the development
outcomes of the plan. Each year the SMT will develop
an annual work plan based on the SP to submit to the
NEC for approval. These annual work plans will include
specific programming and fund raising activities for
each of the SDs. The monthly and quarterly meetings

of SMT and PMT  will be used by the staff to assess the
extent to which the plan’s development outcomes are
being realized. The implementation of the organizational
change strategies will be determined by the availability
of funds. SEND West Africa will assist SEND Sierra Leone
with the implementation of this plan by providing
technical assistance for fundraising, organizational
change activities and staff capacity building.
In mid- 2021, a review of the plan will be undertaken
and the findings used to strengthen  implementation
for its final two years.

SEND Head Office
8 Morigbeh Street, Reservation Road
Kenema
+23278206853
+23276708201
Sub-Offices in Sierra Leone:
71 A Buedu Road
Kissi Town Section
Kailahun District

22 Carlton Carew Drive
Off Wilkinson Road
Freetown

+23278206853
+23276708201

+23278206853
+23276708201

2 Suku Tamba Street
Koidu City
Kono District
+23278206853
+23276708201

